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	 DTTV Combiners / Amplifiers
	 DTTV Encoders modulators
	 DTTV IP Streamers
	 DTTV Modulators
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	 Variable DC power supplies
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	 Digital multimeters (testers)
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					Transflective LCD: From darkness to bright sunlight

[image: Field strength meter transflective LCD] The TV EXPLORER II and TV EXPLORER II+ incorporate a transflective 6.5" colour LCD with a 16:9 aspect ratio. The new transflective technology combines the advantages of the transmissive and reflective displays.

  

  The transmissive ones are those illuminated from behind the screen, with   good vision in the darkness. The reflective ones use the reflection of   the external light in the back of the display.


The result is an stunning vision in darkness and by the direct sunlight. The big 6.5” panoramic colour screen allows to extend the area to display the measurements and make readings easier

With the 16:9 aspect ratio the instrument can test any television signal independently of the receiver available.

The temperature range for the LCD is extended from 80º C to -40ºC allowing its use in very extreme conditions away from the operating limits of other components.

[image: TV EXPLORER II field strength meter light sensor]

The TV EXPLORER includes a light sensor that selects   the contrast and luminosity of the display according to the   environmental conditions. This feature helps to save batteries.

The colours and skins are user-selectable and there are several combinations.This   feature can help to improve the LCD viewing experience in certain light   conditions specially when working with spectrum graph.
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                PROMAX is a leading manufacturer of test and measurement systems, broadcast and TV signal distribution equipment. Our product lines include measuring instruments for cable TV, satellite TV, broadcast, wireless and fibre optics networks, FTTH and GPON analyzers. DVB-T modulators, IP streamers or IP converters (ASI, DVB-T) are among the company’s latest developments.
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     PROMAX TEST & MEASUREMENT, SLU © 
We are manufacturers of telecommunication instrumentation and professional electronics equipment with over 50 years of experience in this sector.


        

     	Telephone:   (+34) 931 847 700
	Email: promax@promax.es
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	Technical assistance
	Manufacturing services
	Design and R+D services
	PROMAX History
	Museum of PROMAX equipment
	Contact PROMAX


    

   

   
   

   
   
    
     E-news

     Free subscription to PROMAX e-News. Receive in your email account the news about our products.
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